Pre Bid Query Reply against Tender No - No: BUIDCo/Yo-933/2018-69Dated: 15.10.2018
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SONEPUR STP AND I & D PROJECT
It is observed that the ground levels
In I&D scheme, Survey had been done referring to a
representing in the Longitudinal section of temporary level on the Railway line considering 200
the pipe line (refereed to 190) & Hydraulic m because that time no permanent benchmark was
Process of STP (referred to 100) are
available. Hence levels are ranging from 200 to ± 6m.
different. Meanwhile in the provided
In this context, it may be noted, for the design
prebid replies, the HFL of Gandaki River is purpose the levels shown had not caused any
provided with another datum level
problem. In another context, network part will be
(50.320). Hence, we request you to
awarded in DBOT. Hence, Contractor have to do
corelate the level particulars and provide
resurvey, redesign for same location.
with same datum.

For STP, treatment technology will be open type.
Hence, hydraulic profile of STP part will change
according to technology. Also, STP will be awarded
as a DBOT. Hence, Contractor has to do resurvey, re
design and according to same Hydraulic profile will
also change. However, STP land is situated above
HFL.
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Item no: 9, Table 12 in the
BOQ of Network, vide page
no: 91 of 524, it is
mentioned that BUIDCo.,
will be supplying the MS
sheet
piles
and
the
contractor has to include the
hire charges and carriage
charges from departmental
godown to work site but
nowhere in the tender it is
mentioned that what will be
hire charges & what would
be the location of the
departmental stores and
lead. We therefore request
you to provide us the above
required details.
--

That means bidder has to quote complete cost for
the said Item. if Client agreed to supply Sheet piles
along with carriage then only contractor have to pay
the Hire and carriage charges to client. otherwise
contractor has to bear the cost.
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As per the tender the submission
date will be 15 days from the date of
uploading of pre bid reply, we
therefore request you to kindly
extend the submission date by
atleast 15 days as the prebid replies
were uploaded on 27/11/2018.

Refer corrigendum 3
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As the HFL of gandak river is provided
along with prebid replies uploaded on
27/11/18, which is also with different
datum ( compare to LS of pipeline,
Hydraulic process drawing of STP),
we may require to do the prelimary
survey of levels for submitting the
tender, as the prelimaray survey and
analysis of the same and designing
the project accordingly is time taking
process. We request you to kindly
extend the bid submission date by
atleast another 15 days.

Refer corrigendum 3

